**RETURN-TO-WORK PERFORMANCE**

- CHS leads in return-to-work performance. We had the highest average Degree of Disability Management (DoDM) score among all MCOs over the past 14 quarters.*

**MEDICAL SAVINGS**

- Many clients experience significant medical savings up to 15%.**
- Savings are achieved via aggressive utilization review, PPO Network discounts, and the integration of aggressive clinical editing software in our medical bill pricing system.

**A MEDICAL DIRECTOR WHO WORKS FOR YOU**

- Our full-time, on-staff physician medical director will review difficult claims with employers, and routinely contacts providers regarding current treatment to decrease lost time and improve outcomes. He also conducts informal clinical rounds with employers regarding proactive measures and Official Disability Guidelines recommendations.

**LOCAL OFFICES SERVING OHIO EMPLOYERS**

- To better serve our customers, we have locations throughout Ohio including offices in Columbus, Cincinnati, Cleveland and Toledo.

**EXPERIENCE**

- CHS provides managed care services for approximately 30,000 active clients operating in many industries statewide.
- Our team serves as a valuable resource in all managed care matters, offering 650 years of combined experience in nurse case management and utilization management.

**TECHNOLOGY**

- eTEAM – Secure online access for CHS customers to view case notes, medical bill history and imaged claim documents.
- “Alerts” feature for new claims.
- Access to comprehensive reports including medical savings, Optimal Return-to-Work, Transitional Work, top five injury types by frequency and cost; as well as custom reporting by client.

* Data is based on quarterly DoDM scores from 3rd quarter 2008 to 4th quarter 2011 published by the Ohio Bureau of Workers’ Compensation (BWC). DoDM is BWC’s optimal return-to-work measurement.
** Reflects bills paid from 01/01/2011 to 12/31/2011.
Degree of Disability Management (DoDM) is an objective scoring system developed by the Ohio Bureau of Workers’ Compensation (BWC) to evaluate the effectiveness of each Managed Care Organization (MCO) in achieving optimal return-to-work in claims. CompManagement Health Systems (CHS) had the highest average DoDM score among all MCOs over the past 14 quarters. Here is the average DoDM score for each MCO in Ohio, based on BWC’s published quarterly scores from 3rd quarter 2008 to 4th quarter 2011. Selecting CHS as your MCO can improve your position to reduce lost workdays and lower your future premium costs.